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Glossary 

Term Definition 

API 
Application Program Interface, specifies the visible interface of a 

given software element. 

EIS Enterprise Information Systems. 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning. 

FAC 
”Fiche Accompagnement”, created by PSA MES system, 

identifies the kit to be built in the kitting zone.  

HTML HyperText Markup Language. 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol. 

JSON 
JavaScript Object Notation, syntax for describing data objects in 

java script language. 

Large Volume 

Type of packaging mainly used for material handling of large 

items/goods. Large Volume containers are usually handled by 

forklifts. 

MES Management Execution System. 

ROS Robot Operating System. 
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Small Boxes 

Box-type packaging used for material handling of small 

items/goods. Small Boxes are usually stored in specific Kanban 

racks. 

Takt Time 
Maximal time to realize a mission or an assembly task (in this 

case maximal time to provide a kit). 

UML Unified Modelling Language. 

Web-Service 

Software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-

machine interaction over a network (World Wide Web 

Consortium – W3C definition). A Web-Service has a specific 

interface, described in the XML and WSDL languages. 

XML 
Extensible Markup Language, syntax for describing structured 

data vocabularies. 

XSD XML Schema Definition. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope and Objectives 

This deliverable is the first result of Task 4.2 “Logistics Planning and EIS Integration with ERP 

systems and related sub-systems”. The main objective of this task is to provide integration 

mechanisms between STAMINA system and the Enterprise information Systems (EIS), including 

the conversion logic with the higher level ERP planning definitions. 

The integration mechanisms are designed by following a service-oriented architecture style and 

considering the type of information available by the EIS suppliers of the project use cases. This first 

specification focuses on the integration between the operations planning coming from the EIS 

systems at PSA and STAMINA system. This is achieved in a technology independent way so as to 

enable the subsequent definition of the type of Web services most suitable for the services 

implementation. 

The identification of the major characteristics of a service-oriented architecture is provided by 

Deliverable D4.1.1 “Specification of SOA for robot fleets” which is being released simultaneously 

but focusing on the STAMINA service-oriented interfaces that are required to create missions, plan 

tasks and control their skills execution by the robot fleet. 

1.2 Document organization 

Following this introductory chapter, the document is organized as follows: 

 Kitting processes at PSA (chapter 2) – identification of current kitting processes and information 

flow at PSA: major activities, input and output data and participating human operators in a 

kitting zone. It represents in an abstract way how PSA works today. 

 Logistic Planner (chapter 3) – identification of purpose and responsibilities of Stamina’s Logistic 

Planner followed by the description of the integration services. Furthermore due to the central 

role of the Logistic Planner, this chapter also outlines the global software architecture for the 

STAMINA project. 

Annex A contains a first identification of the data structure that will be need to some of the 

integration services. 

1.3 References 

STAMINA consortium, 2014a. “Deliverable D1.1.1 First internal report on use case and experiment 

specification including evaluation criteria”, version 1.0, 27-03-2014. 

STAMINA consortium, 2014b. “Deliverable D1.2.1 Report on Concept, Architecture and 

Integration of STAMINA demonstrator (version M11)”, version 1.0, 30-08-2014. 

STAMINA consortium, 2014c. “Deliverable D3.1 Preliminary report on skill architecture”, version 

1.0, 30-07-2014. 

STAMINA consortium, 2014d. “A Preliminary Overview of Mission Planning in STAMINA”, 

version 1.2, 09-09-2014. 

STAMINA consortium, 2014e. “Deliverable D4.1.1 Specification of SOA for robot fleets”, version 

1.0, 30-09-2014. 
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2 Kitting processes at PSA 

This chapter identifies the current kitting processes and information flow at PSA: major activities, 

input and output data and participating human operators in a kitting zone. It depicts the abstract 

interactions between the components as they currently are at PSA. The processes are mainly defined 

through UML activity diagrams in the format shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – Legend for the UML activity diagrams. 

2.1 Participating operators 

As the activities performed in a kitting zone are mainly human-based, six roles are defined for the 

operators that participate in the kitting processes: 

 Kitting Technician: 

o Manages the conception of a kitting zone. 

o Organizes activities in the kitting process. 

 Assembly line Technician: 

o Manages the conception of a kit. 

o Organizes activities in the assembly line process. 

o Analyses data produced during kitting operations (problem frequency, rate of activity, etc.). 

 Kitting Operator: 

o Prepares a kit. 

 Kitting supplier operator: 

o Supplies the kitting zone with parts. 

 Kitting Monitor: 

o Manages up to five kitting operators in the same kitting zone. 

o Helps (and monitors) kitting operator to have success in his work. 
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 Unit manager (RU): 

o Manages up to five kitting monitors. 

o Analyses data produced during kitting operations in several kitting zones (problem frequency, 

rate of activity, etc.). 

2.2 Processes overview 

Activities in a Kitting zone are organized in six processes sequenced as depicted in Figure 2. A brief 

description of each process follows the diagram. 

 

Figure 2 – Processes at PSA. 

Select parts for kitting process 

Parts evolve constantly in the life cycle of a vehicle. For a car model, there are approximately 3500 

parts delivered by internal logistic. 

Some parts are added, suppressed or replaced each month in a kitting zone, at the beginning of the 

month. Representative numbers for STAMINA are: 

 15 to 20 new parts each month (in a normal way); 

<<process>>

Select parts for kitting process

<<process>>

Prepare parts for kitting process

<<process>>

Deploy a preparation

<<process>>

Operate in kitting zone
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Analyse kitting operations
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Manage operational problem
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 20 to 30 new parts on each modification window (four times four months in a year, a little much 

than in a normal month); 

 150 to 200 new parts for each year for vehicle project or adjustment (euro 6 standard, new 

vehicle shape, new options) one month in a year. 

 Implantation (physical deployment in kitting zone) can also be adjusted for three or five parts 

between two official changes (between two months beginning). 

The Kitting Technician must manage these parts so to adjust the kitting zone. 

The Assembly line Technician manages the kit structure and defines where to put each part in the 

kit. 

Prepare parts for kitting process 

The Kitting Technician defines the implantation of each part in the kitting zone. 

This implantation depends on multiple data such as container size, consumption by the line, part’s 

family, vehicle outline, etc. 

The Kitting Technician defines the standard way to pick and put each part. 

Deploy a preparation 

The Kitting Technician creates documents, labels, trainings, and standards to help the Kitting 

Operator and the internal logistics supplier to locate each part. 

He trains managers (RU, monitor) and operators after each modification. 

Operate in kitting zone 

The Kitting Operator prepares one kit for one vehicle at the time. He picks and puts parts in the kit 

at the right place. 

Analyse kitting operations 

The RU collects data from the history of each zone.  

He sorts each problem by severity, repeatability to identify causes and manages them as soon as 

possible. 

Manage operational problems 

Each time an operator faces a difficulty he must warn his Kitting Monitor. 

The Kitting Monitor must help the Kitting Operator to deliver a kit at the Takt time. 

2.3 “Select parts for kitting” process 

The goal of this process is to allow the Kitting Technician to adjust the kitting zone in order to 

include new parts or remove existing parts in the kitting zone and to enable the Assembly line 

Technician to manage the kit structure and to define where each part is to be placed in the kit. 

The process is triggered by the need to add a new part or supress an existing part as parts evolve 

constantly in the life cycle of a vehicle according to the model of the car and its life cycle.  In the 

case of a new part, the process proceeds as follows (see Figure 3): 

1. Kitting Technician analyses a Plant part list and a Kitting Part list and identifies the part to be 

added, i.e. the Kitting Part. 
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2. The Assembly line Technician defines the way the part should be manipulated (pick/put) in the 

kitting zone and its place in a kit, defining thus the Part manipulation instructions. 

3. Process finishes. 

In the case where the process is triggered by the need to supress an existing part from the kitting 

zone, the Kitting Technician simply removes the part reference from the Kitting Part List. 

The main information elements supporting the process are the following (details are given in section 

2.9): 

 Plant part list and kitting part list, managed by FAKIR subsystem in PSA’s EIS (see section 

2.10 for details about FAKIR). 

 Part manipulation instructions are kept by the kitting operator (information not kept in any 

information system, only in an excel file). The kitting operator learns how to manipulate a part 

mainly by training. 

 Part position in kit is kept by the kitting operator. This information is visually seen in the kit 

and in the kitting zone (labels are applied on the rack and on the kit compartment). 

 

Figure 3 – ”Select parts for kitting” process. 
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2.4  “Prepare parts for kitting” process 

This process aims to define the physical place of a part and of empty/full kits in the kitting zone 

thus allowing the Kitting Technician to define the implantation (physical location) of each part in 

the kitting zone and the Kitting Technician to define the standard way to pick and put each part. 

The process is triggered by the addition of a new part in the kitting zone or the removal of a part 

from it. Also, modifications introduced in a part may trigger the process (e.g., changes in its 

packaging, in the consumption in the assembly line, etc.). The Kitting Technician is the human 

being in control of all these activities and the process proceeds as follows: 

1. Having the Kitting Part and the Kitting zone map as the main contextual information elements, 

the Kitting Technician specifies the implantation location (in the kitting zone) for empty kits, full 

kits and for the selected Kitting part. These activities modify the Kitting furniture map and the 

empty/full kit implant maps. 

2. Subsequently, the packaging structure of the part is analysed so as to define how to manage their 

packaging elements. Manipulations instructions are defined as well as the trash location to place 

those packaging elements. 

3. In the last activity, the Kitting Technician updates the Part implant map.  

The main information elements supporting the process are the following (details are given in section 

2.9): 

 Kitting Part 

 Implant maps (for empty kits, full kits, parts and trash cans): an implant map defines the 

physical location of an element in the kitting zone. The maps are available in the form of an 

Autocad map for the entire kitting zone and are related with information specifying the structure 

of the furniture in the kitting zone (i.e., shelves and their internal organization). 

 Part Packaging structure: specifies the way a part is packaged. This information is retrieved 

from CSC (for how many parts in the packaging) and CATALOGUE DES EMBALLAGES (for 

packaging structure and elements). See section 2.10 for details about these two EIS elements. 

 Packaging elements manipulation instructions are kept by the kitting operator (information 

not kept in any information system: CATALOGUE DES EMBALLAGES and excel files). 

Kitting operator learns how to manipulate packaging elements mainly by training. 

 Part supplier and Part average consumption are retrieved from CSC. See section 2.10 for 

details about these this EIS element. 
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Figure 4 – ”Prepare parts for kitting” process. 
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2.5 “Deploy a preparation” process 

The aim of this process is to prepare the kitting zone for operation and to guarantee that Kitting 

Operator and Kitting Supplier Operator are ready to work in the kitting zone. The process involves 

the creation of supporting documents for the remaining processes and the transformation of the 

kitting zone so as to enable the kitting operations to start. Training of the Kitting Operator and of 

the Kitting Supplier Operator are major activities in the process. 

Most of the previous information elements are used in the process. 

 

Figure 5 – ”Deploy a preparation” process. 
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2.6 “Operate in kitting zone” process 

As the name suggests, the process comprises all the actions made by Kitting Operator while 

building a kit. Thus, its aim is to build a given kit, by picking a set of parts stored in the kitting zone 

and to place them in the kit. 

The process is triggered by a demand to build a kit, in the form of a printed paper containing the 

identification of the kit and of all the required parts. This is the FAC element (“fiche 

d’accompagnement”), created by FAKIR EIS element. The process proceeds as follows (see Figure 

6): 

1. Kitting Operator takes an empty kit from its physical location (by considering the Empty kit 

implant map). 

2. A control of the car sequence is made, making sure that the kit to be built is the right one for the 

identified vehicle. 

3. The first Part in the FAC is located in the kitting zone and Kitting Operator moves to it. 

4. In the case where the Part contains packaging elements, these are removed from the Part 

following the respective manipulation instructions. 

5. The Part is then visually analysed. 

6. In the following three activities, the packaging elements are moved to a proper location as 

follows: 

 Empty small box is evacuated by putting it on the last level of its shelf (this last level is not 

horizontal, it’s inclined and the box moves away by gravity); 

 Empty large box is evacuated by a forklift after a callow call. 

 Recycled elements (taken from large box) are moved into another large box or pallet, 

temporary or definitively. In the temporary case, when the corresponding large box is emptied 

all the recycled elements evacuated before must get transferred back into the box. 

7. The following two activities comprise the picking of the Part and its placement in the kit in the 

proper position. 

8. As a kit is to be composed by several Parts, the previous sequence is repeated for each Part to be 

picked. When the kit is full, its composition is checked before moving and placing (evacuating) 

the kit to the place intended to store full kits.  

As depicted in Figure 6, Monitor Warnings may be issued on the key actions, to be subsequently 

analysed in the “Analyse kitting operations” process (see next section). 

As identified before, the FAC element (printed on paper) is the main triggering event of this 

process. However, FACs are created and printed in advance by FAKIR approximately 15 to 20 

minutes before the entrance of the corresponding vehicle in the assembly line
1
. The decision to start 

building a kit depends on the current status of the assembly line, in order to avoid the building of 

kits that may not be required by the assembly line. The control mechanism works as follows: 

                                                 
1
 FACs are known by  FAKIR one day before the corresponding vehicles enter the assembly line. SP3 (another PSA 

system) notifies FAKIR 15 or 20 minutes before a vehicle really enters in line, printing immediately its FAC. This is so 

to enable the first part of the assembly line to be supplied by kits built in a kitting zone. Thus,  15 or 20 FACs are 

printed in advance. 
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1. A sensor is placed at the entry of the assembly line. For each vehicle entering the assembly line, 

a counter is decremented by one. 

2. Each time a kit is built in the kitting zone, the counter is increased by one. 

3. Taking into account a threshold level (two, for example), the counter is visually seen by the 

Kitting Operator helping him to take the decision to start processing the next FAC (and build the 

corresponding kit) or wait for the counter to reach the threshold level. 

A second supporting element in the process is the PICK to LIGHT EIS sub-system. The FAC 

element drives this sub-system in order to help the Kitting Operator to locate the part in the kitting 

zone (more quickly than reading the FAC for each part). For that purpose, lights are turned on in the 

places where the next part to pick is located. This way, the Kitting Operator doesn’t have to read the 

kitting part implant map to find the part. 

Labels in the furniture and in the kit also help the kitting operator to pick and put the part in the kit. 
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Figure 6 – ”Operate in kitting zone” process. 
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2.7 “Analyse kitting operations” process 

The aim of this process is to optimize kitting operations (see Figure 7). Kitting Technician is the 

major actor in the process, comprised by three activities that, in the context of the information 

produced in the previous process, allows him to analyse the raised warnings, the fulfilment of the 

kitting operations and to define actions to enhance the kitting operations. 

The Unit manager (RU) is also involved in the process but at a higher level than the Kitting 

Technician. This is not represented in the diagram. 

 

Figure 7 – ”Analyse kitting operations” process. 
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2.8  “Manage operational problem” process 

In case of being unable to fulfil a given kitting operation (see process “Operate in kitting zone”), the 

Kitting Operator skips that operation (see Figure 8), activating this process which aims to deal with 

the exception. The Kitting Monitor is involved in order to complete the operation. 

 

Figure 8 – ”Manage operational problem” process. 
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Figure 9 – Information model at PSA. 
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The identification of the major information element properties follows. 

Takt time 

 Time to deliver a kit, time to fulfil a Kit Demand from the start to the end. 

Kit 

 Box with multiple cells into which to put one or more parts. Several units with the same part 

reference may be stored in the box as well as parts with different references (the usual case). 

Kit demand 

 Composed by one or more FAC element with: 

o the same trolley number (for the same vehicle sequence); 

o a different FAKIR code zone and one code of each zone at the minimum to be complete. 

History of each kit demand 

 Kit picking duration: 

o To identify delay; 

o To identify minimum / maximum mission duration, average, deviation; 

 Picking duration; 

 Putting duration; 

 Motion duration, distance; 

 Waste manipulation duration; 

 Empty box handling duration; 

 Container elements (cap, separator) handling duration; 

 Number of callbox calls. 

History of robot activity / problem 

 Monitor warning + problem type. 

FAC (“fiche accompagnement”, also known as the “shopping list”) 

 Identifies all the parts to pick and to be consequently placed in the kit; 

 See pictures below (Figure 10 and Figure 11): 

o REF – reference of the part (friendly name); 

o Q – quantity; 

o Case – cell in the trolley, the transport element towards the assembly line; 

o Véh – vehicle sequence number. 
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Figure 10 – FAC example A. 

 

Figure 11 – FAC example B. 
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Implantation maps 

 Location of each part in the furniture within the kitting zone; 

 Location where to put, temporarily or definitely, each packaging element (waste, recycled 

element); 

 Locations where to pick an empty kit and to put a full kit. 

 Currently, 2D maps are used. 

Implantation structure 

Following Figure identifies the implantation structure managed within the PICK to LIGHT system: 

 Site: code of the PSA plant - 3 characters. 

 Zone: code of the kitting zone - 3 characters; 

 Options Zone: KIT or RECAD mode; 

 Tronçon: zone section; 

 Ordre du tronçon: section order; 

 Meuble: shelf; 

 Casier: cell of the shelf in relation with a display tag; 

 Rail: rail with 1 to 5 displays (only for the Pick to light system); 

 TypeTAG: display type (with digits or not, with moustache, ..); 

 Reference: part reference (the same code than the FAC code). 

 

Figure 12 – Implantation structure. 

Part packaging structure 

 The packaging structure describes all the elements that package a given part, the way the part is 

packed. 

 There are two packaging structures: 

o a contractual packaging; 

o a replacement packaging. 

Modification list 

This information element identifies the modifications made in the kitting zone (used on “Deploy a 

preparation” process), regarding: 

 A new part reference; 

 Another implantation for a part reference; 

 A packaging modification (number of parts, packing elements modification, …); 

 The suppression of a part reference; 

 A change of the picking points or putting orientation; 
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 A new trash can. 

Callbox call 

 This is a request to an internal logistical supplier to supply a given large box to the kitting zone: 

o Date / time; 

o Part code; 

o Part location in the internal supply warehouse; 

o Delivery part location in the kitting zone. 

Warning 

 Message to signal a problem during a mission or between two missions (kit demand fulfilment); 

 This message is stored in the history of the system; 

 This message triggers an instant alert for the monitor. 

2.10 EIS systems 

The processes and information elements described above are supported by a set of systems 

(collectively defined as Enterprise Information Systems). These are described in a private version of 

this document as this information is PSA confidential. 
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3 Logistic Planner and EIS integration 

3.1 STAMINA abstract architecture 

Figure 13 represents STAMINA system at a very abstract level
2
. At the bottom level, each 

STAMINA robot, apart from all the hardware components, is managed by two ICT elements: a 

Task Planner and several Skill Managers (see D3.1 “Preliminary report on skill architecture”). 

These two elements (and the skill-oriented ones not represented in the picture) will operate on top 

of the robot’s operating system (ROS), running as ROS Nodes, in the most autonomous way as 

possible. At a top level, Logistic Planner and Mission Planner will have the general visibly over the 

robot fleet, and as such, their operating environment will not be ROS but Windows or Linux. 

 

Figure 13 – STAMINA abstract architecture. 

3.2 Logistic Planner 

The Logistic Planner element aims at providing the integration mechanism with EIS elements. 

MES, ERP and any other information management systems that could be the source or destination 

of data are included in this EIS categorization. Conversion logic with higher level planning 

functions defined in ERP or MES type of systems is the first main goal of the Logistic Planner. The 

semantics and format of data originating from EIS will be converted to STAMINA and, inversely, 

actions performed by STAMINA are identified and converted back to a form understandable by the 

EIS. Thus, Logistic Planner hides the remaining STAMINA elements from these integration related 

issues. 

Additionally, Logistic Planner aims to act as the major information provider for the higher level 

elements in STAMINA. This includes the Mission Planner (at the same level), and on each robot, 

its Task Planner and Skills Manager elements. In this context, the Logistic Planner will control and 

monitor the higher level functions of STAMINA, i.e.  

 the creation of a Mission and Tasks, 

                                                 
2
 Many relevant STAMINA elements are not shown in this abstract architecture as they would increase the complexity 

of the diagram without adding any value to the goal of this chapter with aims to specify the integration mechanism with 

external EIS elements. 
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 the assignment of Tasks and Skills to the robot team, and  

 the consequent execution and control, 

taking the major information inputs from PSA EIS and notifying it of exceptional events in 

STAMINA. This is represented in the next Figure. 

 

Figure 14 – STAMINA abstract architecture (with EIS). 

A user interface is foreseen in the Logistic Planner for conveying the relevant information to the 

responsible kitting zone. 

Information about the following key items is foreseen to be kept within the Logistic Planner (some 

will be made available to the remaining STAMINA elements): 

 Parts (code references, description, …); 

 Packaging structure; 

 Kit structure (cells, parts to place in each cell); 

 Furniture structure in the kitting zone (shelves, levels, cells within each level); 

 Implantation structure (for empty kits, full kits, large boxes, small boxes (cells in a shelf), parts 

and packaging elements) and CAD maps; 

 Missions and Tasks (planned, active, finished); 

 Abstract skills. 

The analysis made so far on PSA EIS suggests the following types of interaction between Logistic 

Planner and EIS:
3
 

                                                 
3
 Presently, in order to have a common understood language inside STAMINA team, the term FAC is the preferred term 

to reflect a kitting order inside STAMINA. In the future, the term “kitting order” may be a preferred term. 
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 Setup actions are made in the Logistic Planner retrieving from PSA EIS initial data about parts, 

their packaging and kitting zone structure. 

 FAC objects are submitted to the Logistic Planner by FAKIR. This happens 15 to 20 minutes 

before the corresponding vehicles enter the assembly line. 

 A Mission is created for each one or two FAC objects (depending on the robot skills) and 

subsequently assigned to a robot in the fleet. 

 The Logistic Planner sends a Mission to a robot, where its Task Planner will specify a task plan 

while interacting with the local Skill Managers for that purpose. Tasks are subsequently executed 

and notifications sent to Logistic Planner to allow it to monitor the execution of Mission / Tasks. 

In this context, the major events in the execution of the plan are transmitted to ANDON and 

FAKIR so as to allow them to follow the activities pursued in the kitting zone with special 

attention to abnormal/exceptional events. 

 For the cases where there is a need to trigger the supply of material to the kitting zone (boxes, 

palettes, …), Logistic Planner  interacts with CALLBOX so as to request the supply of needed 

elements. 

3.3 Integration with EIS systems 

According to previous chapter, the Logistic Planner will need to integrate with four PSA EIS 

systems: FAKIR, CALLBOX, ANDON and CSC/Catalogue des Emballages. FAKIR is PSA’s key 

element in its MES system, responsible for creating a FAC and managing its processing. 

Information about implantation in the kitting zone is also available at FAKIR. CALLBOX is 

responsible for overseeing raw-material supply in the kitting zone, namely pallets. ANDON is 

responsible for managing warnings and alert the logistics managers. CSC and Catalogue des 

Emballages manage information about parts and their packaging.  

Integration between Logistic Planner and these EIS elements follows the service-orientation model, 

where software-based systems are designed and built around interactions of loosely coupled, 

coarse-grained, and autonomous components called services. Each service exposes processes and 

behaviour through contracts, which are composed of messages at discoverable addresses 

(endpoints). Contracts and messages are used by external components called service consumers. 

Table 1 identifies the integration services defined so far for the relationship between the Logistic 

Planner and the selected EIS elements. For each service its name and purpose are briefly identified, 

followed by details about its usage. The technical computer artefacts (including data models) will 

be subsequently built after this specification. Figure 2 identifies all such transactions in a graphical 

way (arrows indicate the direction of service invocation). This Figure focuses on the EIS integration 

thus hiding other interactions (that are to be described in Deliverable 4.1.1). 
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Figure 15 – Overview of EIS integration. 

Technologically, the services described in the table above are to be implemented through SOAP 

based web-services over the HTTP protocol. The Simple Object Access Protocol is a protocol 

specification from W3C and one of the fundamental elements of a Web Service. The interface to 

such a web service is accomplished through request and response XML messages. The interface is 

technically described by using the WSDL (Web Service Description Language) language. 

The services defined in the above table whose name starts with the “get” keyword will also enable 

the development of the Logistic Planner’s user interface, i.e., the user interface will act as an 

external element consuming the data provided by those services. However, in accordance with 

current best practices in the Future Internet, these services are to be provided as RESTfull web-

services over the HTTP protocol through JSON data elements (instead of XML elements). The 

REpresentational State Transfer (REST) architectural style models services as resources identified 

by a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) that have a state and representation. The representation of a 

resource includes hyperlinks to other resources in the Internet so that a client consuming a REST 

service has access to those hyperlinked resources. The state and behaviour of a resource is made 

available through a set of standard methods (GET, PUT, DELETE, POST, HEAD, OPTIONS) 

defined in the HTTP protocol. 
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Table 1 – EIS integration API. 

Service Purpose Details 

Import part references and 
packaging 

CSC / Catalogue des 
Emballages pushes information 
about parts and their packaging 
into the Logistic Planner. 

CSC/Catalogues des Emballages 
export a XSLT file containing all known 
part references and their packaging 
structure. File is to be imported into the 
Logistic Planner. 

Import of this information into the 
Logistic Planner is to be achieved 
offline as the technology behind CSC 
doesn’t allow an online invocation of a 
service in the Logistic Planner. 

getFurnitureStructure Logistic Planner requests 
FAKIR to return the structure of 
the furniture implanted in the 
kitting zone. 

Service invoker: LogisticPlanner. 

Service provider: FAKIR. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identification of 
kitting zone. 

Output parameters: structure of all the 
furniture implanted in the kitting zone 
(shelves, levels per shelf, cells for each 
level code). 

getImplantationStructure Logistic Planner requests 
FAKIR to specify the way 
elements are implanted in the 
kitting zone. 

Service invoker: LogisticPlanner. 

Service provider: FAKIR. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identification of 
kitting zone. 

Output parameters: location of 
implantation of empty kits, full kits, 
large boxes, small boxes, parts and 
their packaging elements (CAD maps 
may have to be imported by another 
mechanism due to their size).  

getKitStructure Logistic Planner requests 
FAKIR to specify the structure of 
all the kits that are to be built in 
the zone. 

Service invoker: LogisticPlanner. 

Service provider: FAKIR. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identification of 
kitting zone. 

Output parameters: array containing 
the internal structure of each type of kit 
that will be built in the kitting zone 
(cells, nr or parts per cell, assignment 
of parts). 

addFacList FAKIR requests the Logistic 
Planner to process (plan and 
execute) an ordered list of FAC 
objects. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: array with FAC 
objects, ordered according to its 
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processing sequence (first FAC objects 
are to be planned and executed before 
subsequent FAC objects). 

Output parameters: array with the 
identifiers of all accepted FAC objects. 

FAC objects may not be accepted in 
case of syntactic data errors in its 
description. In this case, the output 
array has a minor length than the input 
array. 

In any other abnormal case, an 
exception is raised. 

removeFac FAKIR requests the Logistic 
Planner to remove a given FAC 
from current FAC List. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identifier of FAC to 
be removed. 

Output parameters: the aggregate 
status of the removed FAC before its 
removal. 

The request action is accepted if the 
given FAC exists and is to be planned 
by the Mission Planner or if the 
planned Mission has not yet started. 

In any other case, the request is 
refused and an exception is raised. 

getFacAggregateStatus
4
 FAKIR asks the Logistic Planner 

for the current aggregate status 
of given FAC. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identifier of FAC. 

Output parameters: current aggregate 
status of identified FAC. 

Status of FAC may be: not planned, 
mission planned, mission started, 
mission executing, mission ended 
(successfully/unsuccessfully). 

getFacDetailedStatus4 FAKIR asks the Logistic Planner 
for the current detailed status of 
given FAC. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identifier of FAC. 

Output parameters: current detailed 
status of identified FAC. 

Status of FAC may be: not planned, 
mission planned, mission started, 

                                                 
4
 Currently, FAKIR is not able to exploit this service. However, the service will be implemented so as to enable the 

future evolution of STAMINA at PSA. 
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mission executing, mission ended 
(successfully/unsuccessfully) and 
includes the current status detail of 
Tasks and Skills. 

getFacListAggregateStatus4 FAKIR asks the Logistic Planner 
for the current aggregate status 
of all FACs created after a given 
date/time period. 

The service provides the same 
information as 
getFacAggregateStatus but for 
a list of FACs. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: date/time element. 

Output parameters: current aggregate 
status of FACs created after the given 
date/time. 

Status of each FAC may be: not 
planned, mission planned, mission 
started, mission executing, mission 
ended (successfully/unsuccessfully). 

getFacListDetailedStatus4 FAKIR asks the Logistic Planner 
for the current detailed status of 
all FACs created after a given 
date/time period. 

The service provides the same 
information as 
getFacDetailedStatus but for a 
list of FACs. 

Service invoker: FAKIR. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: date/time element. 

Output parameters: current detailed 
status of FACs created after the given 
date/time. 

Status of FAC may be: not planned, 
mission planned, mission started, 
mission executing, mission ended 
(successfully/unsuccessfully) and 
includes the current status detail of 
Tasks and Skills. 

facAggregateStatus4 Logistics Planner notifies 
ANDON of a given change in 
the status of a given FAC. 

The following events will be 
identified: mission planned, 
mission started, mission 
executing, mission ended 
(successfully/unsuccessfully). 

Service invoker: Logistic Planner. 

Service provider: ANDON. 

Type: oneway-request. 

Input parameters: current aggregate 
status of a given FAC. 

newCarEnteredAssemblyLine
5
 The assembly line sensor 

notifies the Logistic Planner of a 
new vehicle entering the 
assembly line. 

Service invoker: Assembly line Sensor. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: oneway-request. 

Input parameters: not required. 

supplyPalette Logistic Planner asks CALLBOX 
to supply a given palette to the 
kiting zone. 

Service invoker: Logistic Planner. 

Service provider: CALBOX. 

Type: request-response. 

Input parameters: identification of pallet 

                                                 
5
 Details about this notification will have to be specified later on currently there is no feasible way to get this 

notification from PSA. 
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type to supply, identification of place in 
the kitting where to deliver it. 

paletteSupplied CALLBOX notifies Logistic 
Planner that a given pallet was 
delivered to the requested place 
in the kitting zone. 

Service invoker: CALLBOX. 

Service provider: Logistic Planner. 

Type: oneway-request. 

Input parameters: identification of pallet 
that was delivered, identification of 
place in the kitting where the pallet was 
to delivered. 
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Annex A – Data structures for EIS integration 

This annex presents the first specification of the data elements aiming to support the integration of 

STAMINA system with EIS elements. XML is used to describe these elements as most of them will 

be used as parameters in web-service interactions. Technically, these data structure will be defined 

as XSD schemas in the WSDL descriptions of each web service. 

<KittingOrder>                              // the FAC 

  <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." />  // unique identifier of the kitting order (i.e. FAC)  

  <CarSeqNumber> ... </CarSeqNumber>        // vehicle sequence number (trolley number) 

  <KittingZoneId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <KitId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <PartToPick> 

    <PartId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> // unique reference of the Part 

    <CellQuantity>                               // how many units of the Part are to be placed on which cell 

within the kit 

      <Quantity> ... </Quantity> 

      <CellId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    </CellQuantity> 

  </PartToPick> 

  <PartToPick> 

    ... 

  </PartToPick> 

  <PartToPick> 

    ... 

  </PartToPick> 

</KittingOrder> 

 

<Furniture> 

  <KittingZoneId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." />  

  <Shelf> 

    <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    <ShelfCell level="0"> 

      <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    </ShelfCell> 

    <ShelfCell level="0"> 
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      <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    </ShelfCell> 

    <ShelfCell level="1"> 

      <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    </ShelfCell> 

  </Shelf> 

  <Shelf> 

    ... 

  </Shelf> 

  <LocationForLargeBox> 

    <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  </LocationForLargeBox> 

  <LocationForLargeBox> 

    ... 

  </LocationForLargeBox> 

</Furniture> 

 

// Kit and its implantation in kitting zone 

<Kit> 

  <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <KitCell> 

    <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    <PartId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    <NrOfParts> ... </NrOfParts> 

  </KitCell> 

  <KitCell> 

    ... 

  </KitCell> 

  <KittingZoneId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <EmptyKitImplantation> 

    // to be defined 

  </EmptyKitImplantation> 

  <FullKitImplantation> 

    // to be defined 
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  </FullKitImplantation> 

</Kit> 

 

// Part and its packaging 

<Part> 

  <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <Height> ... </Height> 

  <ContainerBox> 

    <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    <Type> ... <Type>  // small box, large box 

    <UnitsPerContainerBox> ... </UnitsPerContainerBox> 

    <PackagingElement> 

      <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

      <Type> ... <Type>  // waste, recycled 

    </PackagingElement> 

    <PackagingElement> 

      ... 

    </PackagingElement> 

  </ContainerBox> 

</Part> 

 

// Part and its implantation in kitting zone 

<Part> 

  <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

  <KittingZoneId systemId="..." friendlyName="..." />  

  <ImplantationOfPart> 

    <Shelf>   

      <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

      <ShelfCell level="..."> 

        <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

      </ShelfCell> 

    </Shelf>   

    <Shelf>   

      ... 
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    </Shelf> 

  </ImplantationOfPart> 

  <ImplantationOfPackagingElement> 

    <Id systemId="..." friendlyName="..." /> 

    <Trashcan> 

      // to be defined 

    </Trashcan> 

  </ImplantationOfPackagingElement> 

  <ImplantationOfPackagingElement> 

    ... 

  </ImplantationOfPackagingElement> 

</Part> 

 


